
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-22: Homophones

Spelling Words Review

horse

hoarse

close

clothes

course 

coarse

chili

chilly

beat

beet

I'll

aisle

cents

sense

seller

cellar

eight

ate

need

knead

tomorrow

morning

nature

Challenge

disgust

discussed 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  

1.  Identify the silent consonant in the word aisle.                       _________________________

2.  Which two vowels make the long-a sound in the word eight?         _________________________

3.  Which of your spelling words begins with a silent consonant?          _________________________

4.  Name the spelling word that is a contraction.                         _________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a room used for storage, usually in a lower part of a house           _________________________

6.  a root vegetable of purplish color           _________________________

7.  the harsh quality of the voice, especially when you are sick           _________________________

8. having a rough texture           _________________________
            

Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the complete word on the line. 

9.    ___  h  ___  l  ___        hint: a type of hearty soup             ________________________

10.  ___  e  n  ___  e        hint: a feeling or awareness about something       ________________________

11.  ___  o  ___  r  s  ___    hint: a route that a ship, airplane, or river follows   ________________________

12.  ___  h  i  ___  l  ___     hint: significantly cool or cold                                    ________________________
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Name: _________________________________                                       List D-22: Homophones

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

seller    need horse beat

close    clothes ate      cents

13. I'm so full because I  ________________________  three slices of pizza. 

14.      Callie's mom said, “We are going shopping because you  ________________________  new 
supplies for school!”

15.  Saul is great at playing the drums because he can keep a steady ________________________.

16. Would you please  ________________________  the door behind you when you leave?  

17. The fruit and vegetable  ________________________  asked me if I wanted to buy potatoes.  

18. Hope donated the  ________________________  that didn't fit her anymore to a local charity.

19. Lester has two dollars and forty-seven  ________________________. 

20. One of the things Nina really wants to learn how to do is ride a  ________________________.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a set of consecutive,                   ___________________________
            double consonants?       

22. Name the review word that has the /ch/ sound.                  ___________________________

23. Identify the review word that has an r-controlled vowel in       ___________________________
the first syllable?                     

24. Which challenge word means “talked about”?                  ___________________________
           

25. Which challenge word means “repulse”?                       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-22: Homophones

Spelling Words Review

horse

hoarse

close

clothes

course 

coarse

chili

chilly

beat

beet

I'll

aisle

cents

sense

seller

cellar

eight

ate

need

knead

tomorrow

morning

nature

Challenge

disgust 

discussed 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  

1.  Identify the silent consonant in the word aisle.                       s

2.  Which two vowels make the long-a sound in the word eight?         ei

3.  Which of your spelling words begins with a silent consonant?    knead 

4.  Name the spelling word that is a contraction.   I'll  

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a room used for storage, usually in a lower part of a house           cellar

6.  a root vegetable of purplish color           beet

7.  the harsh quality of the voice, especially when you are sick           hoarse

8. having a rough texture           coarse          

Fill in the missing letters for each spelling word by writing the complete word on the line. 

9.    c  h  i  l  i               hint: a type of hearty soup             chili

10.  s  e  n  s  e        hint: a feeling or awareness about something       sense

11.  c  o  u  r  s  e           hint: a route that a ship, airplane, or river follows   course

12.  c  h  i  l  l  y             hint: significantly cool or cold chilly
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Name: _________________________________                                       List D-22: Homophones

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

seller    need horse beat

close    clothes ate      cents

13. I'm so full because I ate three slices of pizza. 

14.      Callie's mom said, “We are going shopping because you need new supplies for school!”

15.  Saul is great at playing the drums because he can keep a steady beat.

16. Would you please close the door behind you when you leave?  

17. The fruit and vegetable seller asked me if I wanted to buy potatoes.  

18. Hope donated the clothes that didn't fit her anymore to a local charity.

19. Lester has two dollars and forty-seven cents. 

20. One of the things Nina really wants to learn how to do is ride a horse.  

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has a set of consecutive,                   tomorrow
            double consonants?       

22. Name the review word that has the /ch/ sound.                  nature

23. Identify the review word that has an r-controlled vowel in       morning
the first syllable?                     

24. Which challenge word means “talked about”?                  discussed
           

25. Which challenge word means “repulse”?                       disgust
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